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The social enterprise in a world disrupted:
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BELGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Introduction
The social enterprise in a world disrupted

I

N 2020, COVID-19 forced organisations around the world to

Organisation level

establish radically new ways of working and operating. The

Board member

sudden, unforeseen crisis of a rapidly changing and

expanding nature impacted the organisations from one day to

another on numerous dimensions.

5%

C-suite
11%

Vice President

In the 2021 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends report, we

2%

set out to understand what characteristics can support
organisations in the shift from survive to thrive. We started

Director

our exploration by asking a paradoxical question: How can

21%

organisations position themselves to thrive when they are

Senior Manager

focused on making the changes necessary to survive?

17%

More than 3,600 executives in 96 countries contributed to

Manager

Deloitte’s Global Human Capital Trends report “The social

27%

enterprise in a world disrupted”, including 309 respondents
in Belgium representing all business segments and industry

Individual Contributor

sectors. In total 171 of those surveyed in Belgium were

17%

executive participants (senior manager, director, vice
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president, C-suite, board member). In this report, we present
the main findings for the Belgian market and see how it

Industry

compares to the global results.
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How do the Belgian businesses make
the shift from survive to thrive?

Belgian companies focus on work practices in face of the pandemic while their global
counterparts build growth and resilience. Fundamentally reimagining work will avoid
that the gap with global companies grows.
Planning for the unknown
In the 2021 report, 16% of Belgian executives said that their

The COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting disruptions have

organisations would focus on planning for unlikely, high-

underlined more than ever that point-in-time adjustments to

impact events moving forward, as opposed to only 5% before

business models and processes are not enough or viable. The

the pandemic. 40% of executives said that their organisations

last decade, organisations have had to deal with considerable

planned to focus on multiple scenarios, a significant increase

economic and social disruptions and have had the tendency

coming from 24% pre-pandemic. Still almost half of the

to resort to point-in-time responses to try to remain

Belgian executives say they are only focusing on likely,

competitive in a quickly changing landscape. Belgian and

incremental events or have no preparedness strategy moving

global executives recognise that planning for expected and

forward (44%).

incremental events is not a solid foundation for thriving in
multiple unknown futures and are shifting their approach to
preparedness as a result: from a focus on the familiar to
planning for the unknown.

COVID-19 is shifting organisations’ approach to preparedness toward
considering multiple and unlikely futures
Which statement best describes your organisation’s preparedness prior to the COVID-19 pandemic?
Which statement best describes how your organisation will deﬁne preparedness moving forward?
No preparedness strategies
28%
4%
31%
6%

Focus on likely, incremental events
43%
32%
41%
38%

Focus on multiple scenarios
23%
47%
24%
40%

Focus on unlikely, high-impact events
6%
17%
5%
16%

Global

Belgium

Prior to COVID-19

Prior to COVID-19

Moving forward

Moving forward
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From optimising to reimagining work
Executives are shifting their focus from
optimising work to reimagining work

In the light of the pandemic it became clear that, to prepare
for the unexpected, organisations need to reimagine work.
They have to support their workers to enable them to rise to

How were you thinking about work transformation
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic?
How are you thinking about work transformation
in the next one to three years?

the challenges that disruption may bring. Readying workers
for uncertain futures depends on building the human element
into everything an organisation does, for example by giving
workers more freedom to choose how they can best help
tackle critical business problems. During the COVID-19 crisis,

Not transforming work

organisations did not have time to rewrite job descriptions or

7%
3%

map skill requirements; they were forced to make real-time

8%
7%

decisions and to redeploy workers to the areas where needed
most, whether it was producing vaccines, facemasks or

Optimising work

shifting from high-touch sales to virtual selling. Organisations

32%

that afforded workers the agency and choice to explore their

10%

passion areas were able to make these shifts quicker.

31%

Reimagining work means more than automating tasks and

19%

activities. It’s about configuring work to capitalise on what

Redesigning work

humans and technology can accomplish when work is

32%

designed around their strengths. The collaboration tools for

27%
32%

instance that made remote and virtual work possible during

26%

COVID-19 also prompted some organisations to rethink how

Reimagining work

those technologies could be used to team far more effectively

29%

across organisational and ecosystem boundaries.

60%

Pharmaceutical organisations use collaboration technologies

29%

to enable real-time partnerships and data-sharing that

49%

increase speed and level of the teamwork necessary for
rapid progress.

Global

Belgian executives are on the right track as we see an increase
of 20% in their focus on reimagining work in the next one to
three years, from 29% pre-covid to 49% amid the pandemic.
Yet they are lagging behind on their global counterparts, there
we see 60% is planning to shift their focus to reimagining
work.
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Belgium

Prior to COVID-19

Prior to COVID-19

Moving forward

Moving forward

If we look at the steps that Belgian executives are taking or

In line with this, we also see that Belgian respondents are

will take to change work, it becomes evident that they are not

avoiding innovative moves such as driving the fusion between

yet leading the shift to thrive. For Belgian executives, the

humans and technology. Only 8% of executives stated that

most important step to take in order to transform work is

they would focus on building portfolios of humans and

establishing new work practices, policies, and incentives

machines working together, indicating that Belgian

(38.96%), while 44.91% of global executives feel that building

companies might not yet be ready to overcome the paradox of

an organisational culture that celebrates growth, adaptability

a distinctly human yet technology-driven workplace.

and resilience is key. Belgian executives lack the right focus to
reimagine work (achieving new work outcomes with new
combinations of technology and people) reveals Deloitte’s
2021 Global Human Capital Trends report.

What are the two most important actions you are taking or will take to transform work?
Etablishing new work pratices, politics and incentives
39%

Building an organisational culture that celebrates growth, adaptibility and resilience
38%

Building workforce capability through upskilling, reskilling and mobility
35%

Implementing new technologies
34%

Restructuring the organisation to support new wok outcome
24%

Building portfolios of humans and machines working together
8%
Graph based on data provided by Belgian executive respondants.

“Our 2021 report examines how organisations and leaders can leverage the lessons of this
pandemic to fundamentally reimagine work, shifting from a focus on surviving to the pursuit
of thriving. If there is one thing that the pandemic has taught us it is that we must make
changes and prepare for the unexpected. Reimagining the workplace is not only essential
to be ready for any future events, but to thrive internationally.”
Yves Van Durme, Global Human Capital partner and Trends co-author
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Focus on leadership, culture and rapid decision-making to move forward
According to Belgian executives, the barriers to transform

increasingly important at all levels of the organisation and the

work are lack of readiness (not having the right skills, right

full c-suite should be involved. The survey also revealed that

experience, right culture) (41.60%) and having too many

the ability to organise and manage work in a way that

competing priorities (36.8%).

facilitates rapid decision-making is an essential part of
reimagining work, with 40% of respondents indicating it as

Leadership behaviour (49%) and culture (42%) were

one of the most important factors to navigate future

identified by Belgian executives as the two top drivers for

disruptions.

change in order to achieve the organisation’s vision of
preparedness moving forward. Leadership becomes

What are the main barriers preventing your ability to transform work in your organisation?
Lack of readiness (skills, experience, culture)
42%

Too many competing priorities
37%

Limited ﬁnancial capital
30%

Lack of future visioning
28%

Lack of technology
17%

Others
7%

Graph based on data provided by Belgian executive respondants.

Which of the following components are most critical to achieving that vision?
Leadership behaviours
49%

Culture
42%

Work design
36%

Organisational structure
35%

Learning and development
30%

Workplace redesign
27%

Procedure and governance
24%

Workforce redesign
14%

Rewards and recognition
3%

Graph based on data provided by Belgian executive respondants.
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As you think about your organisation’s ability to navigate future disruptions,
rank the following by importance.
The ability of our people to adapt, reskill and assume new roles

Our ability to organise and manage work in a way that facilitates rapid decision-making

Our ability to use technologies to transform work

The ﬁnancial means to make investments for changing business demands

Rank

1

2

3

4

Graph based on data provided by Belgian executive respondants.

Mixed views on the outcomes
of transforming work

(45%), but next in line are increasing innovation and

Investing in work transformation is expected to impact a wide

improving worker well-being. “Executives and non-executives

array of domains. For Belgian executives, improving quality

have differing views on the most important outcomes to be

(36%) and improving the customer experience (31%) are the

achieved by transforming work. They must get on the same

two most important outcomes of work transformation efforts.

page to ensure that their organisations can thrive,” concluded

Non-executives agree that improving quality is a top outcome

Van Durme.

What are the most important outcomes you hope to achieve
in your work transformation eﬀorts in the next 1 - 3 years (select up to two)?
45%

36%
31%
28%
25%
22%

20%

22%

19%

19%

18%

17%
14%

16%
11%

8%

To improve
quality

Executives

To improve
the customer
experience

To increase
innovation

Non-executives

To reduce cost
(i.e., elimination
spend or..

10%
7%

To do
To improve
new work
worker well-being
(i.e., new
products or...)

To increase
capacity

To grow
market share

To increase
social impact

Graph based on data provided by Belgian executive respondants.
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Curious to know more?
Download the global HC Trends 2021
report on our website:

Questions?
Get in touch:

Yves Van Durme
Partner, Human Capital
yvandurme@deloitte.com

Nathalie Vandaele
Partner, Human Capital
nvandaele@deloitte.com

Tom Verstraete
Specialist Leader, Human Capital
toverstraete@deloitte.com
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